>> C’EST MAGNIFIQUE! INIMITABLE FRENCH WHIMSY TAKES THE RADIANT ROAD DRESSED UP WITH DAINTY FAIRY LIGHTS, PETITE
TREATS & BLUSHING BLOOMS IN AN ENCHANTING CELEBRATION THAT WILL ENCOURAGE GUESTS TO TOAST “J’ADORE.”
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>> LA VIE EST BELLE IN A BLOOMING PARISIAN CELEBRATION, GLOWING WITH ROSY HUES & SHIMMERING ACCENTS.
ABOVE (CLOCKWISE, FROM LEFT): it’s hard to say who’s blushing more against this charming backdrop: a demure bride in a dreamy tiered gown,

by rebecca schoneveld, or her rosy bouquet of old-fashioned garden roses, contrasted by cool eucalyptus & greens; a custom-beaded headpiece by
hushed commotion makes a statement as a wedding ensemble’s crowning glory; parisian portraiture is always in vogue & silhouette place cards
add a sophisticated parlor-party touch when the time comes for guests to find their seats; let them eat cake: a simply sweet, white fondant
cake trimmed with gold gets a chic finish with blooming sugar flowers & blackberries.
ACCESSORIES & EVENT DESIGN: HUSHED COMMOTION [HUSHEDCOMMOTION.COM / PAGE 164]
EVENT RENTALS: PATINA VINTAGE RENTALS [RENTPATINA.COM / PAGE 138] + PHOTOGRAPHY: BRKLYN VIEW [BRKLYNVIEW.COM]
CAKE: NINECAKES.COM / CATERING: SAUCYBYNATURE.COM / EVENT DESIGN: MICHELLEEDGEMONT.COM / FLORAL DESIGN: LINDSAYRAEDESIGN.COM / FORMALWEAR: BANANAREPUBLIC.COM
GOWN: REBECCASCHONEVELD.COM / HAIR: STYLESONB.COM / MAKEUP: FACETHEDAYNY.COM / PAPER GOODS: 1440NYC.COM / PROPS: POPPIESANDPOSIES.COM / SHOES: CHROMATICGALLERIE.COM
VENUE: 501UNION.COM
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ABOVE (CLOCKWISE, FROM LEFT): a custom cocktail menu complete with swirling gold type invites guests to sample & savor sips all
night long; french barstool backs dressed up with eucalyptus & greenery save her seat; stepping out for the first dance of many
more, a beaming bride gets swept away by the music, her hair pinned with a nosegay of sweet peonies & something blue accenting
her slippers beneath a short and sweet frock by rebecca schoneveld; flourishing script & gold embellishments give a paper suite
an elegant edge; a get-away car abloom with fresh florals & pennant flags makes a perfect escape to wedded bliss; fresh from the
patisserie, rustic mixed-berry tarts are a savory addition to a dessert bar.
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